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INtroductIoN
Literature on trajectory optimisation of the flight vehicle (FV) is rather vast. The approaches on trajectory optimisation belong to two distinct categories 1 such as (i) Direct method which uses mathematical programming by parameterizing the state and control histories and (ii) Indirect method which is based on solution of two-point boundary value problem (TPBVP) using optimal control principle. In essence, a direct method attempts to find the minimum of the objective function without constructing adjoint equations, control equations or transversality (boundary) conditions. An indirect method attempts to solve the optimal control state equations, boundary conditions, adjoint equations, control equations, transversality conditions and locates the roots of necessary conditions. The direct method appears to have been more popular in the application work over indirect method, possibly because of relative robustness 1 . Shrivastava & Reddy 2 determined the optimal trajectory of a satellite launch vehicle under the constraint of product of dynamic pressure and angle of attack, control force and turning rate. Later Vathsal 3 , et al. solved the same problem using min-max approach. The fixed terminal time problem was solved using indirect method 2, 3 . Hargraves , et al. has used direct method to solve optimal evasion problem, namely, to obtain the optimal control of an aircraft being pursued by missile with proportional navigation guidance law such that the separation distance at the point of closest approach is maximised. Betts 5 had carried out complete survey of numerical methods of trajectory optimisation using both direct and indirect methods. It is clear from literature survey that mathematical programming-based direct method, namely, NLP is more popular for solving real-life trajectory optimisation problems over indirect method.
First problem discussed here is long range FV range maximisation based on the literature survey. Ulybyshev 6, 7 developed a new technique to optimise continuous medium and low thrust orbit transfers. His approach combines large scale linear programming (LP) algorithms along with discretisation of trajectory dynamics on segments and a set of pseudoimpulses or control for each segment. Vavrina 8 , et al. developed a novel technique for low-thrust, interplanetary trajectory optimisation through hybridisation of a genetic algorithm and a gradientbased direct method to obtain optimal low-thrust trajectories for exploration of the solar system. Benson 9 , et al. carried out further research on trajectory optimisation using direct method where Gauss pseudo spectral method was used for orthogonal collocation of a NLP problem. Prasanna 10 , et al. carried out range maximisation of a real-life long range hypersonic research vehicle (HRV) using NLP. Second problem discussed is enhancement of launch-range (initial range between pursuer and evader) of a tactical FV air-to-air engagement. This was carried out by energy management of solid-propellant rocket motors. Menon [11] [12] , et al. carried out synthesis of a high performance two-pulse-motor-propelled beyond visual range (BVR) vehicle by simultaneous optimisation of trajectory and propulsion system for air-to-air application using the direct method 11, 12 . Kar 13 , et al. have evolved the maximum launch range pertaining to an air-to-air interception of a FV with onepulse motor using NLP. The same methodology has been used to cover a given launch range of the present FV at minimum time subject to flight path and terminal constraints. Based on literature survey, it is evident that, trajectory optimisation of a practical problem in the presence of many constraints is handled by direct method. Present results on range maximisation of long range FV is based on the research carried out by Prasanna 10 , et al. In second problem, the minimum time trajectory for a given launch range pertaining to air-toair interception of FV with two-pulse motor is extension of research carried out by Kar 13 , et al. which is also based on Prasanna 10 , et al. In both the cases, the optimisation has been carried out using NLP.
Based on literature survey it can be stated that since nineteen seventies, aerospace trajectory optimisation is still a fascinating field for applied research. Though a lot of open literature exists on space vehicle trajectory optimisation, the same for FVs under realistic path and terminal constraints is scanty. To fill this lacuna, the authors wish to alleviate it by present case studies. The first problem is of a long range FV. Here an optimum steering programme during powered phase has been evolved as control input for achieving maximum range with available propulsions in the presence of path and terminal constraints. The second problem consists of launch aircraft, pursuer, and evader for air-to-air interception. Here, pursuer being of BVR type, during midcourse guidance, the launch aircraft to track the evader. The formulation uses point mass kinematic model of launch aircraft, dynamical model of interceptor, and kinematic model of evader, and imposes several practical constraints in terms of flight path, terminal constraints, and line-of-sight (LoS) requirements. evader information to be communicated by launch aircraft to the pursuer using data link during midcourse guidance. Also, data link maximum beam width is always constrained by on-board power requirement. So, pursuer has to be always within maximum beam width of launch aircraft (±30°) (Fig. 1 ) during midcourse guidance. Once the pursuer-evader range-to-go is less than 10 km, the terminal guidance starts using pursuer-mounted inboard seeker. During entire terminal guidance, the evader has to be always within the seeker maximum field of view for (±45°). These important practical constraints are based on hardware limitation and have to be modelled during synthesis of optimal pursuer trajectory. So the present study achieves realisation of optimal pursuer trajectory with inclusion of the following:
• Launch aircraft kinematic equations along with pursuer/ evader state dynamical equations in the formulation, • maximum line of sight (LoS) angle between pursuer and launch aircraft during midcourse guidance, • Pursuer seeker gimbal freedom during terminal guidance as extra flight path constraints over and above other flight path and terminal constraints based on practical hardware considerations. 1 cos 2 sin 
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Cost Function
The PI used for maximisation of pursuer launch-range was t has to be maximised to obtain maximum range.
Flight Path Constraints
The constraints corresponding to flight path optimisation for a given propulsion system are as follow: (i) The constraints on states, parameters, and control are (ii) Path constraint of FV being at attitude hold till 3.5 seconds after launch from the launcher.
Path constraint of FV after booster burnout is that during entire coast phase till impact the FV angle of attack should be zero.
.80 (7) (v) Nonlinear state inequality constraints to be satisfied during complete trajectory as
here max α = 15° and
In the present optimisation problem, α was considered as control input. The initial guess of the control history was arrived at based on burn out γ requirement for the class of FV considered in the present study 14 . Up to the power on phase, this control variable would be evolved based on specified PI [eqn. (3)]. During free-flight phase the vehicle states were propagated till impact. The impact range was considered as the performance index to be maximised. The variable γ gets evolved through state equation [eqn. (4)]. After convergence the attitude history is obtained as θ = α + γ . This optimized θ (t) till power on phase is a control input to the FV in real life. Governing pursuer dynamical equations of motion along pitch plane are 
Flight dynamical model of tactical FV for airto-air engagement 2.2.1 Pursuer Dynamical Model
( ) cos sin m m T D dV g dt m α − = − γ ; ( ) cos m vm m m d g dt V γ = η − γ ; sin m m m dh V dt = γ ; cos m m m dx V dt = γ(9)
Evader Kinematic Model
The governing equations of motion of evader with constant velocity assumption are
The initial conditions of the state variables ( )
are available from engagement conditions.
Launch Aircraft Kinematic Model
The kinematic equations of motion of the launch aircraft are a xa
equation (11) shows that the aircraft after launch, will be at quasi-steady level flight with constant velocity. Initially pursuer and launch aircraft state variables are the same. At any instant of time, pursuer LOS wrt to aircraft can be written as (Fig. 2) m a
Seeker Gimbal Limit during Terminal Guidance
At any particular time, evader LOS angle wrt pursuer is
Cost Function
For minimising the total time of flight
This PI is used for pursuer to reach prespecified launchrange (viz., 110 km) at minimum time with available propulsion. The final time f t depends only on trajectory parameters. So t t M t t Θ = Θ = + (Fig. 3) and total parameter vector to be optimized consists of three parameters only.
Flight Path Constraints
The constraints corresponding to flight path optimisation for a given propulsion system are as follows: (i) The constraints on states, parameters and control are 
These numbers are completely based on interception geometry that is probable maximum and minimum values of state variables in the problem.
(ii) Path constraint of pursuer being at attitude hold till 2.5 seconds after launch from launch aircraft.
(iii) The terminal inequality constraints are Cubic spline interpolation function csape from spline toolbox 16 of mATLAB has been used to pre-process raw aero data ( A C , N C ). Spline toolbox has been used to fit a second degree polynomial over discrete zero database to ensure non zero value of second derivative to be used in optimisation routine for minimising PI using NR method for better convergence 1 . 
Aerodynamic Database of Second Stage of FV
The wind tunnel database consisting of 1 a (M, h) and A C (M, h) are available for the second stage from a 1 normal force is calculated as N C = 1 a α . Here also Spline toolbox has been used to fit a second degree polynomial over discrete aero database for better convergence. Calculation of L C and D C , from given A C and N C is similar to the complete vehicle as discussed. For all aerodynamic force calculations, reference area corresponding to 1 m diameter was used for both complete vehicle and second stage.
Aerodynamic Database of Tactical FV
In this case also, aerodynamic database needed for optimising the PI consists A C = (M, h) and N C (α, M). The cubic spline interpolation function csape of mATLAB has been used to carry out pre-processing of the raw aero data ( 
matlab optimisation toolbox
The function fmincon of optimisation toolbox is a general purpose performance index minimisation routine under linear / nonlinear equality and inequality constraints 17 . It finds the minimum of the problem specified by 
where (x, b, beq, lb, ub) are vectors, (A, Aeq) are matrices, (c, ceq) are functions which return vectors and ( ) f x is a function that returns a scalar. The functions ( ) f x , ( ) c x and ( ) ceq x can be nonlinear. While carrying out this exercise, the authors faced several practical issues which delineate this type of practical problem from the text book problems. Some of the practical issues corresponding to both the case studies are highlighted.
Case Study of Long Range FV
The variables used in optimisation were ( , , , , , ) coast x y V t γ θ . These were scaled to lie within [−1, 1] while using fmincon. Poor scaling can make a good algorithm bad. It changes the convergence rate, termination test, and numerical conditioning 1 .
The optimisation was started initially in the first pass with 9 grid points during boost phase and 9 grid points during coast phase. The boost phase was for 51 seconds after which the coasting started. The coast phase was approximately for 500 seconds and c t had to be evolved through optimisation. In the present implementation total grids during boost b N were chosen as odd numbers and total grids during coast c N were the same as b N . So in the first pass of trajectory optimisation there were total number of (9 + 9) = 18 grid points. In the second pass, b N = 2 × 9 − 1 = 17 and c N = 17 were chosen. The algorithm for choice of ( b N , c N ) for different iterations was and c N = 17 were chosen. The algorithm for choice of ( b N , c N ) for different iterations is given. In the first pass, for total 18 grid points, the NLP constraints were formed using trapezoidal discretisation. In fourth pass, b N = 65, c N = 65 and total grid points were 130 and Hermite-Simpson discretization are used for discretisation. Total four passes were enough for achieving convergence in the present problem of interest. At this juncture, it is important to state that during boost phase, there was a rapid change in state and control variables especially ( , , ) V γ θ . This calls for mesh refinement in different passes. The mess refinement algorithm is given.
Mesh Refinement Algorithm (Long Range FV)
First pass and trajectories between the grid points was not known. To assess the accuracy of the results, after the convergence of optimisation process, the FV state dynamical equations were integrated using control histories obtained from interpolation of the NLP generated discrete controls k θ . For NLP results to converge, tuning parameters such as maximum iterations, maximum function evaluations, tolerance for performance index convergence, factor for function derivative, and Hessian evaluation and tolerance for parameter convergence were chosen as (4000, 6000, 1.0e − 06, 1.0e − 06, 1.0e − 06).
Case Study of Tactical FV
While carrying out this exercise, the state variables were also scaled within [−1, 1] for better convergence of NLP. In the present problem, the pursuer trajectory with two-pulse motor configuration had four distinct zones, such as first boost, first coast, second boost, and second coast. The optimisation was started initially in the first pass with 5 grid points during the first zone, and 4 grid points during subsequent zones. In the present implementation, total grid points during first boost was chosen as odd number N b1 and total grid points during other zones (N c1 , N b2 , N c2 ) were chosen as even numbers (N b1 − 1). So, in the first pass of trajectory optimisation there were total 17 grid points. In subsequently passes, mesh-refining was carried out according to following algorithm. Four passes were enough for achieving convergence in the present problem. In the fourth pass, 
Mesh Refinement Algorithm (Tactical FV)
First pass 1,1 b N n = where n is an odd number 
FV Optimal Trajectory Synthesis
In the present case study, for the given FV configuration along with the thrust, mass, and aerodynamic data, maximum range trajectory has been evolved under specified constraints. NLP converged at fourth pass with total grid points as 130. The control input θ time history till power on phase has been obtained as decision variable from optimisation at the grid points (Section 3). This has been used as input to point mass 2-degree of freedoms (2-DOFs) trajectory simulation model of the FV. Corresponding to the optimised trajectory, time history of FV downrange and altitude are shown in Fig. 4 . Time history of (γ, θ, α) of the FV are shown in Fig. 5 . Time history of FV mach number is shown in Fig. 6 . In all the figures, the kinematic variables obtained through point mass study match very well with the corresponding NLP outputs at grid points. This clearly demonstrates the correct convergence of optimisation algorithm along with input data compatibility.
Validation of Optimal Trajectory Using 6-DOFs Simulation Model
It is well known that the 2-DOFs plant model is wellsuited for trajectory optimisation. In reality, the demanded θ profile, as evolved above has to be tracked by autopilot/ controller. Any practical FV controller works in the presence of finite system lag, actuator uncertainty, and limiters such NORMALIzED TIME NORMALIzED TIME NORMALIzED ALTITUDE NORMALIzED RANGE as dead band, backlash, and maximum allowable ( , ) δ δ   . Also notch filter is added in control loop to mitigate the undesired effect of structural frequencies. Additional filters are also used to remove the noise of sensors such as accelerometers and rate gyro. Inclusion of all these elements adds delay in the system. As a result, the maximum range max R as evolved by optimisation of 2-DOFs model is never achieved in reality. Time history of FV acceleration components and body rate components during ascend phase till power on phase are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , respectively. All the acceleration and body rate components are well within the system limits. Time history of angle of attack and side slip angle till power on are shown in Fig. 9 which are within aerodynamic design limit. It is important to state that aerodynamic plays role only during ascend phase. The time history of dynamic pressure Fig. 10 and these parameters are all within structural design limits. So through realistic 6-DOFs simulation of FV dynamics it was infer that 97 per cent of max R is achievable which satisfies all design constraints.
case study of tactical FV
A specific engagement condition chosen as design point corresponding to present FV is described. The pursuer, initially at 8 km altitude and at supersonic Mach number 1.2 had to intercept head on non-manouevering subsonic evader initially at 6 km altitude, flying at constant mach number 0.7. Our aim was to evolve feasible minimum time optimal trajectory for the above engagement subjected to satisfying all constraints (Section 2) to achieve the specified launch range (110 Km). Due to two pulse motors in the FV, the initial and final longitudinal acceleration of the configuration is (10.5, 7.7) g. The burn durations (t b1 , t b2 ) of pulse-1 and pulse-2 motors are of both configurations are (4.12, 6.90) seconds, respectively. The propulsion burn rate of both motors are (ṁ p1 , ṁ p2 ) are (7.7, 3.9) kg/s. The present configuration has been used for range extension with single-pulse rocket motor recently 13 . The present design study is with two-pulse rocket motor. The aim of the authors is to use the same configuration with both single-pulse and two-pulse motors for covering wide variety of launch ranges.
Pursuer Optimal Trajectory Synthesis
minimum flight time trajectory for pre-specified launchrange has been evolved using present two-pulse motor. Corresponding trajectory parameters 1 2 min 1 corresponding to present configuration as obtained through NLP convergence and through point mass simulation are shown in Fig. 11 . From the Fig. 11 it is clear that optimal grid points evolved through NLP optimisation lie along the state trajectories obtained by NORMALIzED ASCEND TIME solving dynamical equations with optimised parameters. This figure clearly indicates the proper convergence of NLP optimiser. The convergence has been achieved within four passes with mesh grid size of (33, 32, 32,32) at the fourth pass. Time history of pursuer lma γ along with pitch plane pursuerevader trajectory is shown in Fig. 12 . During entire time, we have lma γ < 30 o which satisfies the data link constraint. Time history comparison of pursuer (V, m) for the given configuration is shown in Fig. 13 . Pursuer interception Mach no is 0.84 and the terminal constraint in eqn. 7 is satisfied. Time history comparison of pursuer latex and resultant angle of attack along pitch plane is shown in Fig. 14. ( p η , α ) corresponding to present configuration is (0.2 g, 5°).
coNclusIoN
In this paper, at first trajectory optimisation of a long range FV for range maximisation with different paths and terminal constraints has been described. At first θ profile till power on as control input evolved through optimisation has been used to validate optimisation results using 2-DOFs point mass model of the FV. Later same control input has been used in 6-DOFs simulation model to validate the point mass results. Later the second problem has been addressed pertaining to air-to-air engagement of a tactical FV. Here using a two-pulse motor, a minimum time optimal trajectory has been synthesised corresponding to a specified launch range. Both the studies have been carried out as a part of system design. In both the cases, the optimisation has been carried out using NLP in an iterative manner. At present, solution of the same optimisation problem is being attempted using global optimisers such as genetic algorithm (GA) and ant colony optimisation (ACO) technique.
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